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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES

In Million Pesos, except financial ratios and per share data

FOR THE YEAR
Revenues
EBITDA
Net Income
Earnings Per Share

AT YEAR END
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Total Equity
Book Value Per Share

FINANCIAL RATIOS
Current Ratio
Debt-Equity Ratio

2008

2009

2010

2011

10,113.94
1,119.49
506.33
0.4886

7,016.82
1,012.18
563.20
0.5435

7,394.86
1,074.82
657.17
0.6342

9,456.01
1,212.09
740.52
0.7146

14,217.48
1,711.05
975.23
0.9411

2012

7,838.99
5,076.22
2,762.77
2.67

8,217.34
4,961.49
3,741.28
3.14

7,889.27
4,147.99
3,255.85
3.61

10,521.36
6,150.36
4,370.99
4.22

12,371.88
7,228.71
5,143.17
4.96

1.24:1.00
1.84:1.00

1.29:1.00
1.52:1.00

1.15:1.00
1.11:1.00

1.19:1.00
1.41:1.00

1.08:1.00
1.37:1.00

16,557
5,379
11,178

13,872
5,854
8,018

19,689
10,024
9,665

23,001
15,362
7,639

MANPOWER

FOREIGN

MANPOWER
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

14,587
6,039
8,548

Domestic
Foreign

TOTAL ASSETS

NET INCOME
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MESSAGE TO THE

SHAREHOLDERS
T

he strength of the

modern and up-to-date
with current state-of-the-

Philippine economy

provided us the opportunity

Over the last few years,

art technology. Even the

to grow our domestic

we invested heavily in new

employees’ quarters in the

operations while our

construction equipment and

shop compound have been

performance overseas

better fabrication facilities.

improved.

continued to bring us good

Today, we have a larger fleet

returns. The year 2012 is

of more efficient climbing

another banner year for EEI

and lifting equipment which

Corporation. We ended

have markedly improved our

The rigorous training of our

2012 with a net income of

productivity. These have

construction teams in our

P975.23 million, which is

been used to support the

methodologies has not only

32% better than the P740.5

increase in the number of

improved their efficiency

million we netted in 2011.

projects that we won in the

but has given them more

last two years.

confidence in the execution

We also believe
that these numbers

2

Better Facilities

The revision in the

Better Competencies

of their tasks regardless of

are indicators of the

layout of the facilities in

implementation of the

the Steel Fabrication Shop

improvements in our

in Batangas has effectively

group has done well in

core operations and in

expanded the working

its role of organizing and

the improvements in the

areas which has enhanced

keeping pace with the

provision of services by all

our capacity and allows

Company’s evolving needs.

our support groups.

for better efficiencies. The

The group has focused on

facilities are now even more

programs and processes to

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT

their complexity.
Our Human Resource

Message to the Shareholders

ensure that the right mix of

linkages with the original

15 domestic projects that

proficient employees are

equipment manufacturers

logged a cumulative of

available at the right time,

and repair service

more than 57.4 million

and that these employees

providers, resulting in better

safe man-hours without

remain satisfied with their

maintained construction

lost time incident. All our

work. Training hours per

equipment and in higher

foreign projects tallied

capita and the training

reliability of operations with

more than 62.7 million safe

saturation rate in the

less work disruptions.

man-hours. Aside from the

organization have gone up

The way our Supply

on-going comprehensive

and the expected outcome

Chain Management group

occupational, safety and

is a more competent and

has performed since its

health training programs

more confident workforce.

creation five years ago

and the continuation of the

The management of

has radically changed

“Kapatiran Program”, where

our physical assets has

the way we buy things.

EEI acts as mentor to its

also contributed greatly

Significant benefits are

subcontractors in complying

in the support of our core

realized through the way

with Occupational Health

operations. Our logistics

we now source, procure

and Safety laws and

group has adapted more

and distribute materials,

regulations, our safety

proactive programs; has

equipment and services for

group has initiated other

developed more judicious

all our projects.

programs that increase the

processes of selection and

Safety remains to be

awareness of our workers in

acquisition of equipment;

a high priority in how we

addressing safety concerns

and, has established and

perform our work. In

in the workplace. Moving

maintained the important

2012, the Company had

to the next level, we have

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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started the activities

that standardize and unify

have allowed the internal

and programs to phase-

systems, and consolidate

organization to work more

in OHSAS 18001:2007

resources and information

seamlessly and support

(a British Standard for

across the member

each other more reliably in

occupational health and

companies.

delivering our commitments
to our clients.

safety management
systems) in all operations,

A Better Team EEI

made on the details of

to bring the whole
organization to a higher

The speed and efficiency

the enterprise-wide risk

state of readiness for

in which we have been

management framework

certification.

constructing buildings and

which was initiated a few

industrial facilities improved

years ago. The project

the implementation of

continuously. We try

management staff and

the Oracle e-Business

our best to complete our

general management of

Suite Financial System to

projects ahead of schedule

various business units are

enhance financial controls

without compromising

now more capable and

and data collection. This

quality and safety. EEI

confident in dealing with

is aligned with a program

and its joint venture in

the risk exposures of their

undertaken by all members

Saudi Arabia, Al Rushaid

operations.

of the Yuchengco Group

Construction Company, Ltd.,

of Companies (YGC). A

continue to maintain their

a higher awareness of

number of our personnel

ISO 9001 certification rating

governance, risk, and

were trained in the use of

ever since these were first

control was instituted

the system and several

obtained. For EEI, this was

among all YGC member

departments in our

the 16th year. ARCC is also

companies. So aside from

Company have begun

ISO 18001 certified.

the risk assessment, EEI

In 2012, EEI started

the shift. When fully

New technologies which

In the year that passed,

also makes sure that it

implemented, we anticipate

improve our information and

conducts its business under

faster data consolidation

communication functions

the principles of good

and reporting.

have enhanced our business

governance.

EEI capitalizes on the

4

Refinements were

processes. We are also

EEI widens its reach to

synergy and aligns itself

continuing our programs

the environment and to

with other YGC initiatives

directed at transforming

society. The Company is a

in its participation in the

the Company into a lean-

member of the Philippine

various functional councils

valued organization. These

Green Building Council

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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and takes pride in its

ASEAN Enterprise in the

employees, officers, and

involvement in projects

Employment Category”

the board members of

that are going for LEED

under the Large Employer

EEI. We are very grateful

(Leadership in Energy

classification. This was

to all our suppliers, sub-

and Environment Design)

conferred during the 9th

contractors, bankers,

certification. We are

ASEAN Business and

and other partners in our

committed to developing

Investment Summit that was

business for their support.

and enhancing skills,

held in Cambodia.

We thank our shareholders

supporting education,

All of these

for investing their trust in
EEI Corporation.

health improvement,

accomplishments and

social development, and

achievements could not

we support advocacies

have been possible if

in us, we, in turn commit to

which improve the quality

not for the commitment

do our best in Building a

of life of people and their

and dedication of all the

Better World.

As you place your trust

communities.
EEI received from
Corporate Governance
Asia, for the third
consecutive year, an award
for being among the
Best of Asia in Corporate
Governance during the
8th Corporate Governance
Asia Recognition Awards
2012 held in Hong Kong.
EEI also emerged
as the Best Small Cap
Company in the Philippines
in Finance Asia’s 2012 poll
for Asia’s Best Managed
Companies.
In November, 2012, EEI
Corporation was given
the ASEAN Business

AMB. Alfonso T. Yuchengco

Roberto Jose L. Castillo

Award for “Most Admired

Chairman of the Board

President and CEO

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Philippines

Against the backdrop

The Philippines’ 2012 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is

of the Philippine and

estimated to have a broad-based growth of 6.6% fuelled by

Saudi Arabian economic

the robust growth of the Services sector led by Trade and

performance, EEI

Real Estate, Renting and Business activities, accentuated by

Corporation in 2012

the sturdy performance of Manufacturing and Construction.

achieved a net income of

Industry grew by 6.5% in 2012, almost three times more

P975.23 million, improving

than the 2.3% growth in 2011. Construction in particular

its previous year’s

was recorded to have grown by 14.4% from 2011 to 2012, a

performance by 32%.

marked improvement from the 7.3% contraction from 2010
to 2011.

The Company’s revenues
from local construction
contracts grew by 69%,

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

breaching the 10 billion-

The GDP in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is

peso mark at P10.29 billion

estimated to have expanded by 6% in 2012, with industry

which can be attributed to

composing 66.9%, services (which includes construction)

the more than 25 projects

composing 31.1%, and agriculture with 2%.

that had been on-going

Saudi Arabia is said to be encouraging the growth of

throughout the year. Most

its private sector to allow diversification of its economy

of these were high-rise

and to employ more Saudi nationals. Over 5 million foreign

building construction

workers or 80% of the labor force play an important

projects for both residential

role in the Saudi economy, particularly in the oil and

and commercial use but

service sectors, while Riyadh is struggling to reduce

there were also a number

unemployment, which is at 10.7%, among its own nationals.

of electro-mechanical

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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industrial projects in the

decreased by 27%, from

to lower interest yield on

form of mining, power, and

P101.73 million in 2011 to

receivables, while Other

petrochemical facilities,

P73.78 million in 2012 due to

Income decreased by 80%

and a few infrastructure

lower sales volumes.

to P58.89 million, partly

projects.

because the income in 2011

operations from its ventures

included a gain on sale

services increased by 29%

in the Kingdom of Saudi

of property sold by EEI

in 2012 to P3.14 billion, on

Arabia, Singapore and

Construction and Marine,

account of higher income

New Caledonia, generated

Inc., another local subsidiary

of one of its foreign

P15.00 billion, 23% higher

of the Company.

subsidiaries, EEI Corporation

compared to its 2011 level.

The net effect of all

(Singapore), Pte. Ltd.

The equity in net earnings

operational activities is

Revenue from merchandise

of Al Rushaid Construction

a 50% increase in total

sales provided mainly by

Company Ltd. (ARCC), EEI’s

consolidated revenues

Equipment Engineers, Inc.,

49% owned entity in the

registering at P14.22 billion

one of its local subsidiaries,

KSA, increased by 30%,

in 2012, P4.76 billion more

generated P189.48 million,

from P332.14 million in 2011

than the P9.46 billion in

33% higher than the P142.80

to P431.12 million in 2012.

2011.

The revenue from

million sold in 2011. Real

8

In 2012, EEI’s foreign

Interest income

The consolidated

estate sales, provided by EEI

registered at P36.74 million,

costs increased by 60%

Realty Corporation, another

31% lower than the P52.92

matching fairly well with the

of its local subsidiaries,

million in 2011 partly due

corresponding 56% increase

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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in revenues. Though the

FINANCIAL CONDITION

billion in 2012. During
the year, parcels of land,

costs for construction
contracts increased by

EEI’s total Consolidated

construction equipment,

75% compared to the 69%

Assets increased by 18%

scaffolding materials, and

increase in revenues from

to P12.37 billion in 2012

various machinery were

construction contracts,

from P10.52 billion in 2011.

acquired; and construction

this was more than

The Total Current Assets

of new office buildings

compensated for by the 21%

increased by 13% with

and various improvements

increase in cost of services,

significant increases in

were made at the Steel

much lower than the 29%

Cash and cash equivalents,

Fabrication Shop in Bauan,

increase in the revenues

receivables and other

Batangas and at the

from services.

current assets. However,

Equipment Storage and

costs and estimated

Maintenance Yard in Majada,

Expenses increased by 7%,

earnings in excess of billings

Laguna.

from P786.79 million in 2011

on uncompleted contracts

to P840.55 million in 2012. A

decreased by 20%.

Selling and Administrative

recovery of casualty losses

Total Noncurrent assets

Total Liabilities increased
by 18%, from P6.15 billion
as of end of 2011 to P7.23
billion as of the end of 2012.

amounting to P79.93 million

increased by 27%, the most

was booked for our Taganito

significant change being the

Mining Project of Nickel Asia

88% increase in property,

increased by 25%. While

under the JGC-Chiyoda joint

plant and equipment from

Bank loans as of the end

venture.

P1.70 billion in 2011 to P3.20

of 2012 were reduced by

Total Current Liabilities

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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64% compared to the

of P0.10 per share in March

Investments Corporation at

2011 year-end level, there

2012.

the Mall of Asia Complex

were increases in accounts

As of the end of 2012,

payable and accrued

the debt to equity ratio

of the TPA CIL Gold Plant

expenses, billings in excess

stayed pat at the previous

under ARCCON for Philsaga

of costs and estimated

year’s ratio of 1.41:1.00.

Mining Corporation in

earnings on uncompleted

The earnings per share

Agusan del Sur; the Uptown

contracts, and in the current

improved from P0.71 in 2011

Mall and BPO Offices for

portion of long-term debts.

to P0.94 in 2012.

Megaworld Corporation

Total Non-Current
Liabilities decreased by 59%

in Taguig City; the Third
OPERATING HIGHLIGHTS

mainly due to the decreases

Atrium to expand the
Headquarters Building of

From January to December

the Asian Development

of 2012, EEI Corporation

Bank in Mandaluyong City;

posted an 18% increase,

won the contracts to

the Novotel Manila Hotel

from P4.37 billion at the

construct the Grand

of Araneta Center Hotel,

end of 2011 to P5.14 billion

Hyatt Center of Bonifacio

Inc. in Quezon City; the

for the year in review,

Landmark Realty and

Green Residences of SM

primarily from the increase

Development Corporation

Development Corporation

in Retained Earnings of the

at the Bonifacio Global City

in Manila; the Eastwood

Company, reduced by the

in Taguig City; the SM 3

LeGrand 3 of Megaworld

cash dividend declaration

e-Commerce Building of SM

in Quezon City; the Levels

in long-term debt.
Stockholders’ Equity

10

in Pasay City; the upgrade

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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Condominium Phase 1-A

Oceana Gold Phils., Inc.

Wind Residences Towers

of Filinvest Land, Inc.

in Nueva Vizcaya; and the

1, 2 and 3 in Tagaytay City,

in Alabang, Muntinlupa;

New Fly Ash Conveying

Cavite, and the Mezza II

contract packages of the

and Storage Plant for

Residences in Sta. Mesa,

Didipio Process Plant for

Team Energy Corporation’s

Manila; the Beacon Tower

Oceana Gold Phils., Inc.

Pagbilao coal-fired power

2 of New Pacific Resources

in Nueva Vizcaya; the

plant.

Management, Inc. in Makati

Additional Atmospheric

As of the end of 2012,

City; the One Central

Storage Facilities for Petron

the Company was still

Building in Makati City

Corporation; and, the

working on the following

and the 8 Forbestown

Autoclave Installation Works

projects which were won

in the Fort Bonifacio

for the Taganito Project

previous to the start of the

District, both of Megaworld

for Royal Cargo Combined

year: the RCBC Savings

Corporation; the Anchor

Logistics, Inc. in Claver,

Bank and Corporate Center

Skysuites of Gotamco

Surigao del Norte.

in the Fort Bonifacio

Realty in Binondo, Manila;

District, Taguig City;

the Admiral Bay Suites for

Company completed

seven projects for SM

Admiral Realty Company,

the Petron Additional

Development Corporation,

Inc. in Malate, Manila; civil

Atmospheric Storage

namely: the Princeton

and building works for ISBL

Facilities in Limay Bataan;

Residences and the Sun

area for the construction

contract packages of the

Residences Towers 1 and

of the JG Summit Naptha

Didipio Process Plant for

2 in Quezon City, the

Cracker Plant for Daelim

During the year, the

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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Philippines, Inc. in Simlong,
Batangas; the Engineering,

JGC Arabia.
During the year,

Clean Fuels Project under
Worley Parsons.
Outside the KSA, as of

Procurement and

ARCC acquired the Pipe

Construction package for

Spools Fabrication for the

the end of 2012, EEI was

the 20 Megawatt Maibarara

Shaybah Increased Gas

still doing the carry-over

Geothermal Power Plant

Handling Project (IGHC)

works for the assembly

between Batangas and

for Saudi Aramco under

of the Piperack Modules

Laguna for Petroenergy

Samsung Engineering; the

for Exxon Mobil Chemical

Resources Corporation;

Modification of 10 Ethylene

Asia Pacific under Stone &

and the Taganito Nickel

Furnaces for Petrokemya

Webster Asia, Inc. for the

Mining Project of Nickel

under Technip Saudi Arabia

Singapore Parallel Train

Asia under the JGC Chiyoda

Ltd.; Area 4 of the Sadara

Olefins Recovery Project at

joint venture in Claver,

MFC Project which involves

Jurong Island, Singapore.

Surigao del Norte. The

the erection of 12 furnaces

Communication, Navigation,

for SADARA Chemical

Equipment Engineers, Inc.

and Surveillance/Air Traffic

Company under Daelim;

Equipment Engineers,

Management (CNS/ATM)

and the Ammonia Energy

Inc.’s (EE) Total Revenues

Systems Development

Optimization Project for Al

increased by 6% over 2011

of the Department of

Bayroni under Saudi Toyo

to P259.4 million. This was

Transportation and

Engineering Corporation.

the result of a 35% jump in

Communication under

The projects of ARCC

merchandise/stock sales

Sumitomo Corporation was

that were still on-going

which offset the lower

suspended in 2011 and the

prior to 2012 include the

revenues from service

project has not resumed as

Ma’aden Aluminum Smelter

contracts and indent

of the end of 2012.

Green Anode Plant and

commissions.

In the KSA, ARCC

Liquid Pitch Terminal

EE’s Net Income in 2012

completed the Ethylene

under PSA 2000/Solios

registered at P26.9 million,

Cracking Furnace Package

Carbone; the Hadeed Steel

lower by 33% compared

A Contract for the National

Making Plant and Water

to 2011. This is attributed

Chevron Phillips Ethylene

Treatment Plant for Danieli

to lower overall margins

Plant North Plot Project

under Inbesco; the Saudi

which had to be reduced

of Saudi Polymers Co; and

Acrylic Monomer Company

on account of greater

the Saudi Aramco Manifa

Acrylic Acid Project under

competitive pressures

Central Production Facilities

Samsung; and the Saudi

coupled with slightly higher

for Saudi Aramco under

Aramco Mobil Refinery

operating expenses.

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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Mainstay lines CETCO

Also contributing

waterproofing products

applications for buildings.

significantly to EE’s

and UPP petroleum fuelling

Of special interest are

2012 performance were

products continued to be

the environmental

Manitowoc and Abus cranes,

the major contributors to

liners supplied for IPM

Kidde fire systems, Gehl

the annual turnover and

Corporation’s New

skid loaders, Bostik sealants

profits. However, aggressive

Payatas landfill which were

and BTI mining equipment

price competition subdued

specially engineered for

products.

their growth potential and

maximum protection of the

resulted in lower sales

surrounding natural ground

EEI Power Corporation

volumes in 2012 compared

water.

2012 proved to be a very

to the previous year.

Despite the challenging

challenging year for

business environment of

EEI Power Corporation

managed to prop-up UPP’s

EE’s other major brands, EE

(EEIPC) as it prepared

local market leadership

persistently pushed its other

and transitioned towards

with the lion’s share of

lines to achieve its strategic

its entry into the power

requirements of industry

objectives. As planned, EE

generation business.

heavyweights Petron

rode on the strength of the

Corporation and Pilipinas

economy and propelled

started constructing the

Shell Petroleum Corp.

AMETEK Power Instruments

Tagum Power Plant project,

and Equipment towards an

which has a Power Supply

waterproofing likewise

upward trajectory with over

Agreement (PSA) with the

maintained local

50% sales growth.

Davao Del Norte Electric

Nevertheless, EE

CETCO Bentonite

14

leadership in below-grade
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Cooperative (DANECO).

by a combination of design,

DANECO project in coming

The project moved into

installation materials

on-stream, adversely

what the Department of

delivery lead time, and

affected the financial

Energy terms as ‘Committed

unfavorable weather issues.

performance of EEIPC in

Stage’. Financial closing,

However, these challenges

2012, resulting in a net loss

highlighted by an approved

were surmounted and the

of P51.91 million.

long-term project finance

facility is expected to be

facility, was achieved. An

operational and supplying

EEI Construction and

Environmental Compliance

power to DANECO by the

Marine, Inc.

Certificate was successfully

start of the second half of

During the year 2012, EEI

obtained from the

2013.

Construction and Marine

Department of Environment

Meanwhile, the electrical

Inc.’s (ECMI) projects

and Natural Resources.

contracting business has

generated revenue worth

Most significantly, the

been wound down with

Php357.74 million. Although

Provisional Authority for

the completion of the King

this was lower compared

this PSA was secured from

Energy power plant project

to the 2011 level, the gross

the Energy Regulatory

in Bukidnon and the NGCP/

contribution increased to

Commission.

TBEA substation project

15% resulting in a net income

in Benguet. Heavy R&D

of Php43.70 million.

Construction and

Majority of its projects

installation of the Tagum

investments and business

facility started and went in

development expenses in

were obtained from

full swing in 2012. Progress

power generation, and most

its traditional clients,

had initially been hampered

notably the delay of the

particularly for their Depot

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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upgrades of the leading oil

P21.27 million posted in

substantial contributions

companies and chemical

2011.

from newly acquired clients

plants like Pilipinas Shell

in Malaysia, Saudi Arabia
and Tanzania.

Petroleum Corp., Phoenix

increased from P3.69

Petroleum Philippines, Inc.,

million in 2011 to P6.14

and Himmel Industries, Inc.

million in 2012 owing to the

increased from P17.58

resumption of deployment

million in 2011 to P20.37

heavily in equipment during

of Overseas Filipino

million in 2012. During

the year in anticipation of its

Workers (OFW) to Libya

the year, it acquired new

expected projects in 2012.

wherein GAIC deployed a

janitorial and building

Likewise its manpower level

total of 159 men in 2012.

maintenance contracts,

ECMI had invested

during the period increased

Revenues from in-house

GAMSI’s net income

supply of cashiers

account (EEI projects)

for gasoline station,

increased by 6% from

administrative personnel

Gulf Asia International

P19.38 million in 2011 (7,011

and sales crew for trading

Corporation and Gaic

men) to P20.47 million

hubs, skilled workers for a

Manpower Services, Inc.

in 2012 (7,402 men). In

project in Iligan and others

The GAIC Group, composed

addition, GAIC was able

service contracts which

of Gulf Asia International

to deploy additional

produced substantial gain

Corporation (GAIC) and

manpower for its traditional

in net revenue and fine

GAIC Manpower Services,

clients in the Middle East,

performance of its outside

Inc. (GAMSI), posted a

Mongolia, Equatorial

accounts for the year.

consolidated net income

Guinea, Australia, Singapore

of P26.51 million for 2012,

and Malaysia.

to 374 personnel.

a 25% increase from the

16

GAIC’s net income
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GAIC also realized

EEI Realty Corporation
The Suburbia East project

PROSPECTS & OUTLOOK

in Marikina City continued

of P12.73 million, a 16%

to contribute a substantial

increase over that of the

portion of EEI Realty

previous year. This increase

EEI Corporation acquired

Corporation’s (ERC) sales

in net income is attributable

several new projects in

and revenues. In 2012, a

to better margins on the

2012, with several high-rise

total of twenty four housing

housing units sold and

buildings and a good share

units with a total value

interest income received

of industrial facilities and

of P73.77 million were

from sales under the in-

infrastructure projects. The

completed and turned over

house financing agreement.

momentum in the increase

to their respective new

EEI Realty Corporation

in the number of projects

owners. Since its inception

also rendered property

that was observed in 2012

in 2002, the Suburbia

management services for

did not seem to slow down,

East project in Marikina

EEI Corporation in leasing

giving the Company good

City recorded cumulative

out condominium units at

reason to believe that this

sales and reservations

Kingswood Condominium

will be sustained in the short

totaling P1.07 billion. As

in Makati and Robinsons

term, with an increase in

of the end of 2012, only 13

Place Residences in Ermita,

infrastructure and industrial

units remained unsold out

Manila and marketing

projects.

of Suburbia East’s total

condominium units

inventory of 465 units.

at Fairways Tower, Ft.

continue to focus on

Bonifacio and Manggahan

improving in the delivery

sales of P73.78 million in

Village, Pasig City. In 2012,

of its core products

2011, 27% lower than the

ERC arranged the sale of

and the provision of its

previous year. This resulted

one condominium unit at

services. In the Middle

in a net income after tax

Fairways Tower.

East, EEI, through ARCC

ERC registered gross

EEI will therefore

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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will continue to capitalize

deployed overseas showing

Company had P21 billion

on its reputation and strong

a shift in the distribution of

worth of existing contracts,

presence in the Kingdom in

manpower when compared

57% of which are for

pursuing more construction

to the situation as of the

domestic projects and the

projects in the region.

end of 2011, when this was

remaining 43% for foreign

at 49%.

projects.

After successful
engagements in Singapore,

Human Resource

New Caledonia and Qatar

expected to remain the

Development will be a key

in the recent past, EEI will

same in the coming year.

component in its strategy

also continue with its efforts

Growth in the domestic

to ensure that projects are

in pursuing projects where

sector is expected to be

well equipped with the

it has already established

sustained by construction

most effective manpower

itself as a reputable provider

for the Business Process

complement. Thus, training

of construction services

Outsourcing and Mining

and competency building

and will likewise develop its

industries, the development

will be critical activities

presence in other parts of

of structures to support

to ensure success. The

the world.

tourism, and residential

Group will continue to

acquisition which will be

develop its effectiveness in

2012, EEI, its joint venture,

fuelled by OFW remittances.

the implementation of its

and subsidiaries had

The government’s push for

recruitment, training, and

a manpower count of

Public-Private Partnership

development programs

23,001, 17% more than

Projects is also anticipated

as it explores alternative

the manpower count in

to boost the growth of the

technologies for designing

the previous year. As of

construction sector, among

and executing training

the end of 2012, 33% of

others.

courses to a broader

As of December 31,

the total manpower were

18

These levels are
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Coming into 2013, the

audience. Recruitment

strategies will likewise be

Financial System and will

growth in 2013 and beyond.

implemented.

continue to enhance and

EE had relative success in

develop around this system

steering UPP as the market

its subsidiaries continue

so that it is able to better

leader and will defend

to invest in construction

serve its clients.

its leadership position

The Company and

equipment and fabrication

Since the

through creative calibration

capabilities. Property, plant

implementation of the

of pricing and proactive

and equipment increased by

current procurement

inventory management

P1.49 billion in 2012 – 88%

system, EEI has significantly

strategies.

higher than its value in 2011.

changed in the way it ‘buys

In the coming year, P483

things’. It has realized

indispensable requirement

million is being allocated for

improved efficiencies as

for economic growth, will

capital expenditure of new

seen in the reduction of

surely render the players

equipment.

production lead times,

both in the generation and

timeliness of quotations and

transmission sides of the

continue to improve

deliveries, and the reduction

local power industry quite

on its construction

of errors.

active. This translates

The Company will

methodologies and invest

EEI’s subsidiaries are

Electricity, being an

to potential for further

in new technologies that

also posed for growth in

growth for the AMETEK

could enhance productivity.

the short to medium term.

product line. EE will exert

The programs initiated to

The growth forecast for the

utmost effort to secure its

enhance business processes

Philippine economy and

leadership status with other

are still in-progress. It has

how manufacturing and

major players.

advanced significantly in

construction will contribute

its implementation of the

to this gives EE reason to

expansion and penetration

Oracle E-business Suite

be optimistic for sustainable

into new markets will

Aggressive product line

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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implement other projects.

while vigorously defending

The vision of EEIPC to

and growing its existing

contribute significantly to

forward to continued

markets.

nation building through the

profitability in 2013 as

power sector remains firmly

it anticipates increased

in place.

activities in its traditional

Once the Tagum power
plant is fully operational
and the PSA with DANECO

In 2013, ECMI sees

The GAIC Group looks

and new accounts

goes into effect, positive

continued growth as it

particularly in the Middle

financial results for 2013 are

serves the expansion needs

East, Libya, Mongolia,

expected.

of its traditional clients

Papua New Guinea, Zambia,

in the oil and chemical

Malaysia and Australia.

demand-supply imbalance,

industries. With this

Due to ample supply,

particularly in Mindanao,

perceived potential, ECMI

GAIC is also aggressively

is an opportunity that

intends to invest in new

looking for markets to

EEIPC recognizes. EEIPC

equipment and implement

supply nurses and other

intends to help alleviate

improvements to enhance

healthcare personnel. For

the situation via a medium-

the production facilities in

stronger market penetration

term plan to develop and

its shop and improve its

and wider coverage,

The country’s power

20

fabrication capabilities.

continue to be pushed in EE
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GAIC will continue to

part of the Philippines,

housing units in Suburbia

identify and appoint more

particularly in Cebu, to

East to make up the major

marketing agents and tie-

achieve wider coverage and

portion of its revenues in

up with reputable foreign

thus provide better service

2013. Meanwhile, the Royal

recruitment agencies.

to its customers. It will

Parks at the Grosvenor Place

GAMSI is expected

also explore new business

project is expected to sell

to enhance its level of

opportunities this coming

more socialized housing

performance in 2013. GAMSI

year.

units.

is targeting to increase its

With favorable market

With the current backlog

manpower level by 15% in

conditions and bright

of projects, the current

2013. It will continue to

prospects forecasted to

status of its joint venture

probe building construction

remain for both the overseas

and subsidiaries, and with

projects to acquire more

and local employment

full awareness of existing

accounts for the supply

markets, the GAIC Group

accompanying risks, there

of building maintenance

looks forward to another

is high optimism that EEI

and janitorial personnel.

profitable year in 2013.

will achieve its short and

GAMSI will strengthen its
organization in the southern

ERC is looking at the
sales of the remaining 13

medium-term financial and
strategic objectives.

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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EI recognizes that

upgrades, further education,

hones the skills of the EEI

people are the

advanced training and

worker that makes him

most important assets

values formation for the

in demand by foreign

in its organization and

growth of its personnel.

contractors and employers.

is especially concerned

22

EEI supplies trained

In the last 5 years,

about the welfare and

professionals and skilled

EEI’s manpower level

improvement and quality of

manpower to international

increased by an average

life of its employees. The

engineering construction

of 14% per year. As of the

Company invests heavily

companies worldwide. The

end of 2012, EEI had over

in personnel development

Company works closely with

23,000 employees with

and skills training to ensure

government institutions,

more than 7,600 working

that its workers are well-

such as the Technical

overseas. The number of

equipped to perform their

Education and Skills

new recruits in 2012 for

functions competently and

Development Authority, as

domestic and overseas

at world-class standards.

well as with private entities

placement totaled more

Graduates from top

and non-government offices

than 7,000. The Company

universities and colleges

to provide classroom and

ensures that it is able to

are tapped, and front-

practical training. The

sustain the increase and

line project workers are

Company also has an in-

retention of its personnel

recruited from all over the

house engineering program

by fostering a favorable

country, providing jobs and

to develop new graduates

working environment

giving opportunities for

to become proficient in

anchored on the Company’s

higher income to the poor,

its various disciplines,

core values, an aggressive

the underprivileged, and

preparing them for overseas

safety and health program,

members of indigenous

and domestic work. It is

a methodical development

tribes. Moreover, the

EEI’s extensive training

and growth mechanism, and

company offers skills

program that molds and

a performance management

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT

system that recognizes
and reward both the
employees’ contributions
and job competencies.
EEI does its share in
improving the country’s
competitiveness
by bringing Filipino
construction capabilities
outside the borders of
the Philippines and by
showing the world the
desirability of engaging
a Filipino team for the
construction of their
facilities.
EEI Corporation’s
receipt of the ASEAN
Business Award for
“Most Admired ASEAN
Enterprise in the
Employment Category”
under the Large
Company classification
is a confirmation that the
Company is taking its
steps in the right direction.
2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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E

EI Corporation is
recognized as one

of the largest and most
respected construction
companies in the
Philippines.
It has won major
contracts in a wide range
of large-scale projects
including petroleum
refineries, oil and gas
facilities, power plants,
cement plants, mining
facilities, industrial
plants, buildings, schools,
hospitals, roads, bridges,
seaports, airports, mass
transport railways, and
major installations all
over the Philippine and
in countries in the Middle
east, Africa, Asia-Pacific,
and Micronesia.
From January to
December, 2012, EEI
and ARCC completed 5

24
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projects but acquired 16

EEI is often recognized by property developers and

new ones. As the Company

foreign contractors for its safety achievements, with projects

started 2013, it was working

logging millions of safe man-hours without losing time due

on a total of 31 foreign and

to injury from accidents or incidents.

domestic projects combined.
Safety and Environmental
Protection is one of EEI’s

As of December, 2012, the following domestic projects
accumulated more than 1 million safe man-hours without LTI:

core values. This is why
safety is embedded

JG Summit Naphtha Cracker

8,547,444

in everything that the

Wind Residences

7,374,561

Company does. In 2012, the

Princeton Residences

5,882,714

operations of the Equipment

One Central

5,175,474

Rental Group in Majada,

Sun Residences Tower 1 and 2

4,768,001

Laguna managed their work,

Beacon Tower 2

4,139,226

logging more than 3.7 million

Anchor Sky Suites

4,061,212

safe man-hours without lost

RCBC Savings Bank

2,890,854

time incident (LTI). The

MICT Berth 6

2,659,767

Steel Fabrication Shop in

Taganito HPAL

2,629,518

Bauan, Batangas logged

Eight Forbestown

1,623,002

more than 1.6 million man-

Mezza 2 Residences

1,177,405

hours without LTI. And even
the AMG Training Center

Overseas projects logged the following:

in Bulacan conducted their
training with more than

ARCC, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

48,196,395

1.38 million safe man-hours

New Caledonia

11,115,591

without LTI.

Singapore

3,449,685
2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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he Company’s

communication facilities for

a 1,000 MW power

experiences

various industries.

plant equipped with a

from several years

desalination facility.
EEI’s safety records,

of contracting and

has provided engineering

collaborating with

and construction works in

quality, and reliability are

global contractors have

power plants that supply

what make the Company

enabled it to achieve

42% of the country’s

preferred by major

world-caliber project

generating capacity. All the

Engineering, Procurement

management expertise

coal-fired plants that EEI

and Construction

and competencies in all

has worked on accounts for

companies. Aside from its

fields and disciplines of

70% of the Philippines’ total

safety achievements, EEI

construction.

coal generated power; the

has also been recognized

hydroelectric plants that

by both local and foreign

construction and

EEI has worked on provides

contractors for the quality

engineering services

42% of the country’s total

of its work. EEI was the

for the power, oil and

hydroelectric capacity;

first Filipino company

gas, petrochemical,

while 99% of all geothermal

to attain ISO 9002

cement, mining,

power are generated by

certification for steel

food, semiconductor,

plants in which EEI has

fabrication and among the

telecommunication,

provided construction

first Filipino construction

manufacturing, property

works.

firms to be awarded

EEI provides

and commercial industries

ARCC has also been

ISO 9001 certification

responsible for building

for general building,

quite a number of power

engineering, industrial

infrastructure that support

plants in the Kingdom of

construction and steel

transport, trade and

Saudi Arabia, including

fabrication.

worldwide.
EEI also builds

26

In the power sector, EEI
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T

hrough the people,

strengthen and expand its

in the quality of life of

the structures and the

reach to society and to the

these people and their

industries that it builds, EEI

environment by getting

communities.

Corporation is able to make

involved in the concerns

an impact on the lives of

of the people and the

its employees, its clients,

community in the areas

and the general public,

where it operates. The

Providing Jobs. EEI takes

truly making it “the World’s

stewardship and community

a proactive approach

Partner in Construction”.

building programs of EEI

engaging with the people in

are its contributions in

the communities it operates

Partner in Construction”

capacity building and skills

in and creating mutually

defines what EEI is,

enhancement, in education,

beneficial relationships.

“Building a Better World”

in health improvement, in

Local residents are often

defines what EEI does. In

social development, and

hired to fulfill the manpower

its commitment to this

in other programs which

requirements of projects.

mission, EEI continues to

lead to an improvement

Training in various skills and

While being “the World’s

28
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BETTER COMMUNITIES

trades in construction are

Manifa Project workforce

Assistance to Communities.

also provided to give them

volunteered for the activity

The Taganito HPAL Project

opportunities for growth.

and were able to collect

has been actively involved

approximately 28 cubic

in the community service

International Coastal

meters of garbage.

programs in the city of

Clean-Up. In order to

The EEI Steel

Claver. The volunteers

raise awareness on global

Fabrication Division (SFD)

of the project team have

environmental issues and

likewise celebrated the

installed stages for the

preservation, the Al Rushaid

international coastal clean-

community fiesta, created

Construction Company, Ltd.

up by organizing a clean-up

a trash segregation

(ARCC) held a seashore

drive in their community.

system, provided transport

clean-up campaign, ARCC

Fourteen SFD personnel

service, participated in the

Earth Day, last September

participated and cleaned

Balik Eskwela program,

2012 at the Manifa Seashore,

the coastlines of Barangay

donated fuel to the PNP,

northeast of Dhahran.

Sta. Maria and San Pedro in

and provided construction

Ninety-five percent of the

Bauan, Batangas.

materials to the Armed

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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Building A Better World

“Oplan Lingkod Paaralan”

calamities arise. In 2011, EEI

is one of their most

and its subsidiaries collected

(LWD), together with the

accomplished programs,

P650,000.00, SR16,472.00,

Department of Natural

where EEI regularly donates

and 70 bags and boxes

Resources and Local Water

materials and supplies,

of food and clothing

Utilities Administration,

sends volunteers, and

donations to those affected

embarked on a project in

lends its trucks, buses,

by typhoons Pedring,

2010 to rehabilitate the

and other vehicles to

Quiel, and Sendong. Also,

watershed areas destroyed

the AFP Military Team.

in the last quarter of 2011,

by climate change due

The Team helps adopted

EEI delivered more than

to global warming. In line

schools by repairing and

70 thousand pesos worth

with LWD’s Watershed

painting chairs, cleaning

of relief goods to the

Development Program,

the surroundings, fixing

Rotary Club in Calumpit,

EEI Corporation donated

electrical appliances,

Bulacan for distribution

materials to the Lobo

wirings, piping, roofing, and

to the flood victims. The

Water District to be used

floorings.

Rotary Club of Calumpit

Forces of the Philippines.
The Lobo Water District

in the improvement of their

In Davao del Norte

watershed. Some of these

where the Tagum Power

for its exemplary service to

include shovels, round bars,

Plant is being constructed,

humanity.

nails, pruning shears, couple

EEI Power Corporation also

shovels, and assorted hand

participated in the Brigada

devastation caused by

tools.

Eskwela activities of its

Typhoon Pablo in the last

local government. Before

quarter of 2012, EEI assisted

Brigada Eskwela. For

the school year started,

various organizations in

several years now, EEI has

EEI Power donated school

their relief operations and

been actively supporting the

supplies and volunteered

requested for donations

15th Infantry Division of the

in the repair and repainting

from its employees. EEI was

Engineer Combat Battalion

of classrooms and school

able to collect a total of

in their projects; included

chairs at the Col. Rosalio

P1,153,105.11 from vacation

among these are clean-up

Saludares Elementary

leave cash conversions

drives, medical missions,

School in Tagum City.

and donations from EEI,

In response to the

GAIC/GAMSI, ECMI, EEI

tree planting activities, and

30

awarded EEI Corporation

rescue and relief operations.

Disaster Relief. EEI is

Realty, EE employees,

The Brigada Eskwela or the

quick to respond whenever

ARCC employees, from

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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Building A Better World

the EEI Golf Club; and

care services, including

public schools to educate

Php 500,000.00 from

check-up, ECG, blood

today’s youth about the

EEI Power. These sums of

screening, dental services,

works of our National hero,

money were remitted to the

and provision of medicines.

Dr. Jose Rizal. In this way,
EEI is committed to be a

Compostela Valley Chapter
Blood Letting Activity. The

supportive partner company

Blood Letting Activity has

in bringing the values and

Foundation, also assisted

been an annual event by EEI

teachings of Rizal to the

several of its employees

and the Philippine National

next generation.

whose houses were

Red Cross. In February

destroyed by fire.

2012, a total of 54 EEI

sponsor in the Students

employees donated.

in Free Enterprise (SIFE)

of the Philippine Red Cross.
EEI, together with the AY

BETTER HEALTH

Pilipinas which brings

BETTER EDUCATION
Batangas Medical Mission.

32

EEI was also a major

together students in
universities and colleges

The EEI Steel Fabrication

EEI once again contributed

with their local governments

Division, together with

to the YGC Buhay Rizal

and business to promote

the Batangas government

Values Campaign by

social entrepreneurship.

offices and medical clinics,

donating 1,000 copies

The organization

held their third medical

of Jose Rizal’s “Noli Me

endeavors to train young

and dental mission last

Tangere” to the San Juan

people to be leaders

November 2012. Two

City National High School.

and make a difference in

hundred individuals from

This is the third time that

the communities being

Barangay Bolo and Sta.

EEI has supported this YGC

served through sustainable

Maria in Bauan, Batangas

effort in donating “Noli Me

programs.

were assisted with health

Tangere” books to selected

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT

Stewardship and Community Building

BETTER ENVIRONMENT

construction of the Third

in the Earth Hour activity

Atrium of the Expansion

by switching the lights off

Green Products. The

of the Asian Development

from 8:30 PM to 9:30 PM.

company recently renewed

Bank Headquarters Building.

Earth Hour is a worldwide

its corporate membership

The existing ADB office

event organized by the

with the Philippine Green

complex was certified LEED

World Wide Fund for Nature

Building Council, of which

Gold in 2011; the extension

encouraging households

it has been a member since

is targeted to have the same

and businesses to turn off

2010. EEI has continuously

certification.

their lights for one hour
to raise awareness about

supported and participated
in promoting greener

Green Programs. Since

the need to take action on

buildings in the Philippines.

the launching of the Going

climate change.

In the last quarter of 2011,

Green Program, EEI has

EEI completed the Sunlife

been more conscious,

Tree Planting. In September

Financial Building which

aware, and active with its

2012, EEI once again

secured a Leadership in

environmental projects.

organized another company

Energy and Environment

Environmental Awareness

tree planting event with

Design (LEED) Gold

Month is observed every

DENR at the La Mesa

Certification from the U.S.

September through various

Watershed. A total of 130

Green Building Council.

activities and “Going Green”

employees participated and

is more and more becoming

1500 seedlings of various

a way of life in EEI.

indigenous plant species

As the industry moves
towards sustainability,

were planted.

EEI will again be in the
frontline of green building

Earth Hour. Last March 31,

In the same month,

construction with its

2012, EEI employees were

EEI participated in the

second LEED Project, the

encouraged to participate

annual YGC Tree Planting

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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event held at the YGC

the creative reuse of trash

batteries to the Bantay

Centennial Forest in

and materials from nature.

Baterya program which aims
to recycle and reprocess

Barangay San Andres
in Tanay, Rizal. The YGC

Bantay Kalikasan. EEI

used batteries into fresh

Centennial Forest covers

Corporation continues

raw materials for the

100 hectares designated by

its partnership with

production of new batteries.

the Department of Natural

ABS-CBN Foundation’s

This process aids in the

Resources (DENR). In 2011,

environmental arm, Bantay

elimination of pollutants

20 hectares of denuded

Kalikasan. Bantay Kalikasan

that harm human life and

forest land were planted

concentrates on matters

environment.

with 9,700 seedlings;

involving air and water

this year, another twenty

pollution, proper garbage

“Building a Better World”

hectares of land were

disposal, forest protection,

is EEI’s recognition of its

replanted with seedlings of

and endangered species

responsibility to participate

narra, acacia, molave, and

preservation. This program

in community building and

other sturdy trees.

has been instrumental

to protect the environment.

in helping localities with

These campaigns and

Parol-Making. The Corporate

its community-based

actions are EEI’s response to

Safety, Health, Environment,

cleanliness and waste

the challenges of upholding

and Security Department

management campaigns

this mission. The company

initiated a parol-making

such as Bantay Basura

will continue to work on

contest, “Parol Kong

(Garbage Watch), Bantay

improvements of the lives

Lokal Para Sa Kalikasan”

Usok (Anti-Vehicular Smoke

of people and participate

where parols were made

Belching campaign), and

in initiatives that cultivate a

of recycled or indigenous

Bantay Baterya (Toxic

more sustainable society.

materials. This project

Waste Watch). EEI has

increased the awareness in

donated several lead acid

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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Corporate Governance

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

T

36

he Company

revised its Performance

believes that good

Appraisal System by adding

in the entire organization.
EEI is pleased that for

corporate governance is

Governance, Risk and Control

the third year in a row, it was

a key consideration in the

as a major criterion. This

recognized by Corporate

implementation of corporate

effectively makes each and

Governance Asia to be among

strategies and reflects

every employee responsible

the “Best of Asia in Corporate

the professionalism and

for identifying significant

Governance” during the 8th

discipline of the organization

and emerging risk, ensuring

Annual Recognition Awards

as it conducts its business.

effective organizational

held in Hong Kong last June,

To further strengthen

performance, and

2012.

compliance with good

safeguarding all Company

governance principles and

assets. It is expected that this

active member of the Good

practices in all levels of the

will help promote a culture of

Governance Advocates

organization, the Company

good governance and control

and Practitioners of the
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EEI Corporation is an

Corporate Governance

Philippines, an organization

parent Company, the House

competitors and employees.

committed to the promotion

of Investments, Inc. The

The code also includes

and furtherance of good

code defines various policies

guidelines on conflict of

governance principles and

that deal with unethical

interest and strictly prohibits

practices.

practices and requires all

insider trading and bribery.

board members, officers and

All personnel are required

BUSINESS CONDUCT

employees of the Company

to respect and obey the laws

AND ETHICS

to conduct themselves in

of the cities, municipalities,

accordance with the highest

provinces, and the countries

The Company adheres to the

principles of business

where the Company operates.

standards of conduct and

conduct, and to act fairly and

ethics required under the

ethically at all times when

Code of Business Conduct

dealing with the Company’s

and Ethics issued by its

customers, suppliers,

SHAREHOLDERS’ RIGHTS
A shareholder is entitled to
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one vote for each share of

material events are filed with

The Internal Audit, Legal,

stock standing in his name.

the Securities and Exchange

and Human Resource

Each shareholder has the pre-

Commission (SEC) and the

departments have the

emptive right to subscribe to

Philippine Stock Exchange

primary responsibility for the

issues of common shares of

within the prescribed period

investigation of all suspected

the Company in proportion to

and are posted in the

fraudulent acts as defined in

his shareholdings.

Company’s website for the

the policy.

The Company upholds
fairness and transparency

information of the general
public.

OF INTEREST

and seeks to protect the
interests and welfare of its

FRAUD POLICY AND

shareholders. An Investor

PROCEDURES

The principal purpose of this
Policy is to provide guidance

Relations Officer is tasked

38

POLICY ON CONFLICT

to communicate with

The Corporate Fraud Policy

to all employees to avoid

these shareholders timely

sets controls that aid in the

situations where personal

and relevant information

prevention of fraud against

interests may conflict with the

regarding the Company.

the Company. It is meant to

interests of EEI.

This information, as well as

protect the revenue, property,

the quarterly and annual

reputation and other assets

respects the rights of its

financial reports and other

of EEI and its subsidiaries.

employees to privacy in their

2012 EEI ANNUAL REPORT
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personal affairs, all employees

Audit Committee. The

Committee, the Board

should be free from the

Audit Committee reviews

approved in June 2012 the

influence of conflicting

Management’s governance,

increase of its member

interest in the conduct of

risk and control, internal

composition from three to

their work.

controls over processes

five. The Audit Committee

related to financial reporting,

Charter was also revised

ACCOUNTABILITY AND

the audit process, and

not only to comply with

AUDIT

the process of monitoring

the requirements of the

compliance with laws and

Philippines Securities and

The Audit Committee assists

regulations as well as with

Exchange Commission (SEC)

the Board in fulfilling its

the Company’s own code

but also to apply leading

oversight responsibility

of business conduct. In

practices. This Charter is the

on governance, risk and

performing its duties,

basis for the self-performance

control. The scope, duties,

the Audit Committee

appraisal of the Audit

and responsibilities of the

maintains effective working

Committee which, starting

Audit Committee are clearly

relationships with the Board,

October, 2012, is to be

defined in the Company’s

Management and the Internal

submitted yearly to the SEC.

Manual on Corporate

and External Auditors.

Governance and Audit
Committee Charter.

To ensure the
effectiveness of the Audit

External Auditor. Sycip
Gorres Velayo & Company
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was appointed external

Audit Group. Its overall

auditor for the fiscal years

objective is to assist the

helping the organization

2012 and 2011. Upon

Management and the

raise the employees’ internal

the recommendation of

Board, through the Audit

control awareness and

the Board, the external

Committee, to achieve their

appreciation by conducting

auditor is appointed by the

goals and objectives by

orientations prior to audits

shareholders. The external

giving independent objective

and thru HR’s general

auditing firm is changed or

assurance and providing

orientation programs.

the handling partner, in case

consulting activities designed

the auditing firm remains the

to add value and improve the

remains current, the Internal

same, is rotated every five

organization’s governance,

Audit Group maintains

years or earlier in compliance

risk and control processes.

memberships in professional

with SEC regulations.

To perform such role, audit

organizations such as the

activities are guided by the

Institute of Internal Auditors-

the external auditor is to

IIA-P International Standards

Philippines, Institute of

express an opinion on the

for the Professional Practice

Internal Controls, and the

fairness, in all material

of Internal Auditing (ISPPIA)

Institute of Certified Forensic

respects, of the financial

and the Company’s Internal

Accountants. Also, the

records and reports of the

Audit Charter as guide and

members of the Group are

Company in accordance with

reference. Its audit planning

regularly sent to trainings to

Philippine Financial Reporting

and reporting are risk-based.

upgrade and update their

Standards. This objective

Audit ratings are done

skills and knowledge. There

opinion is based on the audits

through the evaluation of the

is also a company approved

they conduct in accordance

financial and operations risk

sponsorship program to help

with Philippine Standards on

management process using

finance the Internal Auditors

Auditing.

the COSO ERM framework.

to earn the IIA-P’s Certified

Internal Audit’s authority,

Internal Auditor title.

The main function of

40

It also adds value by

To ensure that it

Internal Auditor. The

duties and responsibilities

Among the members of

independent internal audit

are clearly indicated in the

the Internal Audit Group are

function of the Company is

Company’s Internal Audit

Certified Public Accountants,

performed by the Internal

Charter.

Certified Internal Control
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Auditors, Certified Forensic

Council is responsible for

2011 to ensure organizational

Accountants and a holder of

providing timely, relevant

preparedness and business

IIA-P’s Certification in Risk

and comprehensive risk

continuity in the event of a

Management Assurance.

information to the Board

disaster. The procedures

through the Risk Management

deal with preparations and

Committee composed of

guidelines prior to, during

three directors.

and after the occurrence of

RISK MANAGEMENT
The risk management

Strategies to contain

major disasters like massive

function is an important

and mitigate these risks are

earthquake, pandemics,

aspect of corporate

formulated during these

insurgency and similar events.

governance. EEI has a Risk

meetings. In addition, the

Although crisis management

Management Program which

various risks that had been

is not strictly a part of risk

has been in place since

previously identified and the

management, they are related

2009. A Risk Management

corresponding risk treatments

in terms of mitigating or

Council composed of the

are reviewed, reassessed, and

minimizing damage to the

President and CEO, the Chief

revised accordingly.

Company and preserving

Risk Officer, and managers

In 2012, the Company

shareholders value.

involved in the day-to-day

continued to refine of the

operations meet regularly

details of this enterprise-wide

Management Program is

to discuss the new and

risk management framework.

a continuous, dynamic

emerging risks brought

The emphasis was in

activity as risks are never

about by the peculiarities

strengthening the capability

static and international

of new projects, changes in

of the front-line personnel

standards of managing risks

the market place, economic

who are in direct contact

are continuously developing.

shifts, political upheavals,

with the day-to-day company

Preservation of shareholders’

disasters, unusual events and

exposures to risks.

value, environment and

probable impending events

The Company’s Risk

In 2012, the Risk

human life are some of the

which had been identified

Management Group

main considerations in the

in the various areas of

continued the development

Company’s management

company’s business activities.

of crisis management

strategies in handling risks.

The Risk Management

procedures it spearheaded in
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Wilfrido E. Sanchez
Director

Medel T. Nera
Director

Roberto F. De Ocampo
Independent Director

roberto jose l. castillo
President and CEO

Corporate Officers

Amb. alfonso t. yuchengco
Chairman of the Board

Filemon T. Berba, JR.
Independent Director

Helen y. dee
Vice Chairman

FrancisCO G. ESTRADA *
Director

Juan Kevin G. Belmonte
Director

* Replaced Teodoro Q. PeñA effective March 23, 2012
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
Oscar d. mercado
Senior Vice President
Engineering and Marketing
FERDINAND G. Villafuerte
Senior Vice President
Administration and Legal and
Corporate Secretary
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ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO
President and CEO
Antonio S. Pascua
Executive Vice President

Norman K. Macapagal
Senior Vice President
KSA Operations

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
fidel i. vista
Assistant Vice President
Quality Assurance

lourdjean r. avila
Vice President
Internal Audit

roberto jose l. castillo
President and CEO

andres s. sarmiento
Assistant Vice President
MIS

FERDINAND G. VILLAFUERTE
Senior Vice President
Administration and Legal and
Corporate Secretary
MARIETTA R. VELASCO
Vice President
Legal and Contracts
MICHAEL D. ARGUELLES
Assistant Vice President
Corporate Safety, Health,
Environment, and Security

ADMINISTRATION

rodrigo jesus v. mantaring
Assistant Vice President
Corporate Affairs

Corporate Officers

CONSTRUCTION AND STEEL FABRICATION
FERDINAND M. DEL PRADO
Vice President
Sales and Marketing
JUAN AURELIO R. MATEO
Vice President
Logistics

HOMER C. SANCHEZ
Assistant Vice President
Equipment Rental Group
JULIAN B. DE DIOS, JR.
Assistant Vice President
Project Control Group
FREDERICK E.R. PADA, III
Assistant Vice President
Subcontract

ANTONIO S. PASCUA
Executive Vice President
OSCAR D. MERCADO
Senior Vice President
Engineering and Marketing

ALBERT C. SARINGO
Vice President
Buildings and Infrastructure
LEON J. CRUZ
Vice President
Electromechanical and Industrial

HIPOLITO P. PUNZALAN
Assistant Vice President
Electromechanical Group

SIMON ELMER D. SAN MIGUEL
Assistant Vice President
Electromechanical Group

RAUL Gilbert J. DELA CRUZ
Assistant Vice President
Electromechanical Group

NATHANIEL A. TAGUDIN
Assistant Vice President
Electromechanical Group

ISABELO M. ROQUERO
Assistant Vice President
Electromechanical Group

JOSE LUCIO R. MENDOZA
Assistant Vice President
Buildings Group

ANDRES P. TUMBOKON, III
Assistant Vice President
Buildings Group

HANS CHRISTIAN O. LOPEZ
Assistant Vice President
Infrastructure Group

RODEL M. CRUZ
Assistant Vice President
Architectural Group

JESS P. PARADA
Assistant Vice President
Buildings Group

ARNEL N. DELOS REYES
Assistant Vice President
Buildings Group

REYnaldo J. DIZON
Vice President
Human Resources Management
DIVINA F. MUNJI
Vice President
Human Resources Staff Services
LUIS H. DADO
Assistant Vice President
Labor Relations and General
Services

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

MANUEL R. DE JESUS
Vice President
Treasury and Chief Risk Officer
REBECCA R. TONGSON
Vice President and Controller
LEO R. DE CASTRO
Vice President and
Chief Finance Officer

FINANCE

NORMAN K. MACAPAGAL
Senior Vice President
KSA Operations
MERCADO T. MAGNO
Vice President
KSA Operations

KSA OPERATIONS

HERMINIO R. MORELOS
Vice President and
General Manager
Equipment Engineers, Inc.
and EEI Power Corporation
LARRY J. ARDINA
Assistant Vice President
and General Manager
EEI Realty Corporation
RICARDO C. REYES
Vice President and
General Manager
Gulf Asia International
Corporation
ROMULO R. FERNANDEZ
Vice President and
General Manager
EEI Construction and
Marine, Inc

SUBSIDIARIES
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CORPORATE
INFORMATION
CORPORATE OFFICE

12 Manggahan St., Bagumbayan
Quezon City 1110, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (63-2) 635-0843
(63-2) 635-0851
Fax No.: (63-2) 635-0861
E-mail: eeicenter@eei.com.ph
Web: http://www.eei.com.ph
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 287 ACPO
Cubao, Quezon City, Philippines
P.O. Box 7160
Domestic Airport Post Office
Pasay City 3120, Philippines

FABRICATION SHOP

Barangay Sta. Maria, Bauan
Batangas, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (63-43) 727-1601 to 03
(63-43) 727-1271
Fax No.: (63-43) 727-1727

OVERSEAS JOINT VENTURE

Al Rushaid Construction Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 31688 Al-Khobar 31952
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel. Nos.: (09663) 864-3569
(09663) 898-4049
Fax No.: (09663) 864-6345
E-mail: vagayya@arcc-eei.com

SUBSIDIARIES

EEI Corporation (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
18 Boon Lay Way 05-104 TradeHub 21,
Singapore 609966
Tel. No.: (65) 6659-9223
Fax No.: (65) 6659-9220
EEI Corporation (Guam), Inc.
356-A Hernan Cortez Street
Hagatña, Guam 96910
EEI Nouvelle-Caledonie SARL
#33 Gabriel Laroque,
Val Plaisance Noumea,
New Caledonia
Tel. No.: 00-687-44-81-19
Equipment Engineers, Inc.
12 Manggahan St., Bagumbayan
Quezon City 1110, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (63-2) 635-3343
Fax No.: (63-2) 635-0975
E-mail: hmorelos@eei.com.ph
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EEI Power Corporation
12 Manggahan St., Bagumbayan
Quezon City 1110, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (63-2) 636-6520
(63-2) 635-0851 loc. 4102
Fax No.: (63-2) 635-0975
E-mail: hmorelos@eei.com.ph
EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.
12 Manggahan St., Bagumbayan
Quezon City 1110, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (63-2) 636-5366
(63-2) 635-0843 loc. 4704
Fax. No.: (63-2) 635-0861 Attn: EEI Marine
E-mail: rrf@eei.com.ph
Fabrication Shop
Lot-5 Maguyam Road,
Barangay Biga, Silang Cavite
Gulf Asia International Corp.
GAIC Manpower Services, Inc.
Ground Floor Topy Building
#3 Economia St., Bagumbayan
Quezon City 1110, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (632) 633-8608, (632) 637-9220
(632) 638-4947, (632) 635-7419
Fax Nos.: (632) 638-4946
(632) 635-4770
E-mail: gaic@eei.com.ph
CEBU Office
2nd Floor F. Miranda Bldg.
# 5 F. Ramos St. Cebu City, Philippines
Tel. No.: (6332) 253-4190
CAGAYAN DE ORO Office
Tan’s Apt. Door #2
Captain Vicente Roa St.
Cagayan de Oro City, Philippines
Tel. No.: (638822) 722-796
BACOLOD Office
A.U.G. & Son’s Building
Libertad Extension
Bacolod City, Philippines
Tel. No.: (6334) 433-8189
DAVAO Office
Door #5, 2nd Floor
Goldwin Building, E. Quirino St.
Davao City, Philippines
Tel. No.: (6382) 226-4283

EEI Realty Corporation
12 Manggahan St., Bagumbayan
Quezon City 1110, Philippines
Tel. Nos.: (63-2) 634-7192
(63-2) 635-0843 loc. 263
Fax No.: (63-2) 635-0861 Attn: EEI Realty
E-mail: eeirealty@eei.com.ph

BANKS AND FINANCIAL
SERVICES PROVIDERS

Amalgamated Investment Bancorporation
Australia and New Zealand
Banking Group Limited
Banco de Oro Unibank, Inc.
Bank of Commerce
Bank of the Philippine Islands
BDO Leasing & Finance, Inc.
BNP Paribas
BPI Family Savings Bank
China Banking Corporation
DBS Bank Ltd.
EastWest Banking Corporation
First Hawaiian Bank
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
Land Bank of the Philippines
Malayan Bank Savings and Mortgage Bank, Inc.
Malayan Insurance Co., Inc.
Maybank Philippines, Inc.
Multinational Investment Bancorporation
Philippine Business Bank
Philippine Commercial Capital, Inc.
Philippine National Bank
Planters Development Bank
Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation
RCBC Capital Corporation
RCBC Leasing and Finance Corporation
RCBC Rental Corporation
RCBC Savings Bank
Société Générale Calédonienne de Banque
Sterling Bank of Asia
Sun Life Grepa Financial, Inc.
UCPB Leasing and Finance Corporation
Union Bank of the Philippines
United Coconut Planters Bank

TRUSTEES

Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation
AUDITORS
Sycip Gorres Velayo & Co.
Certified Public Accountants
LEGAL COUNSELS
Poblador, Bautista and Reyes

FINANCIAL
SECTION
EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
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Consolidated Financial Statements
(December 31, 2012 and 2011 and
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AMB. ALFONSO T.YUCHENGCO
Chairman
Board of Directors
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INVESTOR INFORMATION
SHARE LISTING
The shares of the registrant are traded at the Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.
As of December 31, 2012, the number of common shares issued and outstanding is
1,036,281,485. Of this, the number of shares owned by the public is 467,362,950 or
45.1% of the issued shares. There are approximately 3,365 stockholders.
INVESTOR INQUIRIES
For questions regarding shareholder accounts, stock certificates, dividends, and account
status, please write or call the Company’s Stock Transfer Agent:
RCBC Stock Transfer
GPL (Grepalife) Building
221 Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue, Makati City
Tel. No.: 894-9000

QUARTERLY HIGH, LOW, AND CLOSING PRICES OF EEI SHARES

2012

HIGH

LOW

CLOSE

First Quarter

6.10

3.44

6.07

Second Quarter

6.62

5.63

6.38

Third Quarter

8.72

6.38

8.65

Fourth Quarter

10.10

8.41

10.10

A soft copy of the 2012 EEI Annual Report can be accessed at our website: www.eei.com.ph

